Round Tuffet
(This project requires two classes: 12 Sept, 10am-3pm: Create the top: and TBA Sept 2017: Assembly the tuffet)
Instructor: Swan Sheridan – SwanAmity@gmail.com – (520) 867-6108

Supplies:
Machine in good working order
An add-a-quarter ruler or a 3” x 18” ruler or larger
Fabric scissors
Paper Scissors
Rotary Cutter (28mm or 45mm)
70/10 machine needles
Quality piecing thread
Seam guide (be sure your guide sticks tight to your machine before class)
Pins (Glass or Flat head is fine)
Cutting mat
Fabric:
 Tuffet Top Option #1 (THIN) - To create a top like the round sample seen in the classroom you will need
1/8 yard cuts of 32 coordinating fabrics OR if you would like to simplify use ¼ yard cuts of 16 fabrics. If
you would like to use scraps, please be sure that any scraps you choose measure at least 20” by 4 ½” to
allow for the simplest organization. (Option #1 is created in 64 pieces, meaning that you will use 32
fabrics twice each or 16 fabrics 4 times each.)


Tuffet Top Option #2 (WIDER) - To create a top with wider pieces (hint: this version goes together much
faster) you will need ¼ yard cut of 16 fabrics OR simplify your fabric choices and choose ½ yard cuts of
8 fabrics. If you would like to use scraps, please be sure that any scraps you choose measure at least 20”
by 4 ½” to allow for the simplest organization. (Option #2 is created in 32 pieces, meaning that you will
use 16 fabrics twice each or 8 fabrics 4 times each.)





2 yards of good quality muslin (Please use at least a medium weight. Light weight will not be strong
enough.)
Batting: a 42” x 42” square (craft size works well) – Please bring batting to the first class. Swan will
take it home and attach it to your kit in advance. This makes assembly day go super fast.
6” square of coordinating fabric to cover the center button



6” square of batting to cover the center button



Pre-class Preparation:
1. From your muslin cut 8 rectangles 10” x 20” and bring to class.
2. To make the best use of our time in class, please try out a test arrangement of your fabric choices while
you are at home or when you purchase them. To help you remember what order you had them in, either
number your fabrics or take a photo with your phone or digital camera and bring your picture to class.
Your Tuffet Kit: The kit you are purchasing comes with everything else you need to create your tuffet during
our assembly day. Plywood base, 8” of high density foam cut to size, 4 feet in two color options, large wooden
“button” ready to cover, your choice of metal buttons for the center connections, nylon cording for assembly,
and our helpful muscles to put it all together.
Note: This supply list is designed to leave you with extra fabric. This is to allow for the greatest flexibility of
choices and possible cutting errors, while still resulting in a good outcome. For more ideas check out:
http://tuffetsource.com/shop/#

